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On February 14, I announced a new premium structure for FHA single-family
mortgages, increasing the annual mortgage insurance premium (MIP) by a
quarter of a percentage point (.25) on all 30-year and 15-year loans.
It is important for everyone in the industry to understand the reason for this
action.
After careful consideration and analysis, we determined it was necessary to
increase the annual mortgage insurance premium at this time in order to
bolster our capital reserves and to help private capital return to the housing
market. As many of you are aware, FHA has a Congressionally-mandated
obligation to maintain a two percent capital reserve ratio in its Mutual
Mortgage Insurance (MMI) fund, and to take swift and necessary actions if
the reserves fall below that level.
The MMI fund has been below the two percent threshold in our last two
annual actuarial reports to Congress. The FY 2010 actuarial report, submitted
in November, projected that in the base case we would not get above two
percent again until 2015. FHA has suffered greatly from poorly performing
loans originated in years 2006 - 2008, especially seller-funded loans.
Raising the annual premium will enable FHA to increase revenues and have a
positive effect on the ongoing stability of the MMI fund, which had capital
reserves of approximately $3.6 billion at the end of FY 2010. Based on
current volume projections, the annual MIP increase would generate an
additional $2.5 - $3 billion annually.
We must balance this premium adjustment with the need to support the
overall housing recovery. This quarter point increase in the annual MIP is a
responsible step towards meeting the two percent threshold, while allowing
FHA to remain the most cost effective mortgage insurance option for
borrowers with lower incomes and lower down payments.
The changes we have implemented since I became Commissioner in July 2009
have, so far, helped shelter FHA from any external intervention which could
have a negative impact on the business. Though there has been talk by some
of eliminating all Government guarantees, I believe that responsible
management of FHA will eliminate the need for intervention.
I recommended this increase based on FHA’s obligation to get the capital
reserves back to the two percent level. And I understand the concerns of
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those in the industry about this increase. While I do not expect all to agree,
we have made these moves to protect FHA so that it can continue its vital
mission.
The monthly payment for an average loan in the FHA portfolio will increase
by approximately $30 due to the increase in the annual MIP. The change
impacts new loans insured by FHA on or after April 18, 2011. The upfront MIP
will remain unchanged at one percent. HECM loans are not impacted by the
pricing change. For more details, read Mortgagee Letter 11-10.
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